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Being prompted by a series of papers of Rabinowitz [9], Bahri- 
Berestycki [3], Long [8], etc., we shall discuss conditions under which the 
boundary value problem of the form 
- (f(t, u’))’ = g(& u) + h, (E) 
the unknown function u= u(t), tE [0, z] subject o the boundary condi- 
tions 
u(0) = u(n) = 0, 03) 
admits infinitely many distinct solutions. 
As to the functions f = f(t, y), g = g(t, y), they are assumed to be odd 
and sublinear in the variable y with g growing more rapidly than f (see 
Section 1, where more precise formulation appears). 
In addition to the papers mentioned at the beginning of this section, 
there exists a considerable amount of work dealing with a linear function 
f; the complete list of which lies beyond the scope of this contribution. The 
nonlinear problems have been attacked from several points of view by 
Elbert [7], Bihari [4], Drabek [S], and Atkinson-Peletier [l]. 
Pursuing the idea outlined in [3,9], the problem in question can be 
handled as the Euler equation related to a certain “energy” functional on 
a Banach space. One of the major stumbling blocks in this approach is the 
fact that certain “nice” features inherent o semilinear problems seem to be 
lost or at least difficult to verify when purely sublinear equations are 
involved. The successful analysis presented in [3,9], for instance, has 
depended on the ability to decompose the underlying space according to 
spectral properties of the linear part of the equation. Moreover, it is worth 
stressing that the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation i equality is not 
applicable to sublinear problems in a direct fashion. 
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By analogy with Ekeland-Temam [6] one may attempt to cope with the 
difficulties sketched above via methods of convex analysis. To this end, we 
transform the corresponding variational problem to a dual one and, having 
solved it, recover the original solution from the inverse formula (see 
Section 2). 
Since, in general, the dual functional does not need to satisfy the usual 
Palais-Smale condition, the only method available for finding critical 
points seems to be the approximation procedure due to Rayleigh-Ritz. 
Once the problem is reduced to the finite-dimensional one, we are able to 
employ the ingenious method developed by Rabinowitz in [9] in order to 
obtain a sequence of approximate solutions (Sections 3 and 4). 
Finally, we are left with the task of showing the convergence of 
approximate solutions. This question will be treated in Section 5, taking 
advantage of some basic ideas of the monotone operator theory. 
1. HYPOTHESES AND MAIN RESULTS 
To begin with, let us agree upon the notation used in the text. 
As to the function spaces, we make use of the real Lebesgue spaces L, = 
L,(O, n), TE [ 1, + co] with the norm 1 Ir defined in a standard way. 
The symbol Wi = Wf(0, Z) stands for the Sobolev space of functions 
belonging together with their first derivatives to L,. 
Eventually, C“(M, N) serves to denote the set of all k-times differentiable 
mappings from the set M into N. 
Throughout the paper, we use the symbols cj, i= 1,2, . . to denote all 
strictly positive constants. 
Regarding the functions we are interested in, we make the following set 
of assumptions. 
f, g, h are continuous on the set [0, rc] x R’, [0, n] x R’, 
[0, 711, respectively. (A,) 
f, g are strictly increasing and odd with respect to y 
(f(t, - y) = -f(t, y), etc.) for every t. (Ad 
lim f(t, Y) - = a(t) > c.20 > 0, 
Y-m y 
P--l 
lim dt, Y) 
-=b(t)>b,>O 
y-00 y 9-l 
for all t E [0, n], where p, q satisfy 1< p < q < 2. Moreover 
g(t, .)EC’(oB’, [w’u { +co}), and 
&Y(t, Y), Cl 
ay’ 1+ ly12--q’ t E co, xl, YE R’. 
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Remark. As we shall see later, the conditions stated above are by no 
means the most general ones. As in [9], no difficulties occur if we replace 
(A,) by some more general growth conditions preserving the crucial 
estimates 
F(c Y)-fJ(r, y)y2c, IyIP-ccg, 
;dr, Y)Y-G(c Y)>c, lylq-c5, 
(1-l) 
where r E (p, q) and 
By a solution looked for in this paper we shall mean a function 
UEC’([O, n], R’) such that f(., u’)eCl([O, n], R’) which satisfies (E), 
(B) for all TV [O, rr]. 
The central point of our contribution is represented by the following 
existence result. 
THEOREM 1. Let Condition (R) be satisfied, 
(3P-2kz-1)>2 
(4-P) . CR) 
Then given an arbitrary number d> 0, there exists the solution u of (E), 
(B) satisfying 
max{u(t) I t E [O, rc]} > d. (1.2) 
Remark. The bound given by (R) is not very surprising since for 
p approaching 1, the term h becomes a large perturbation of the 
homogeneous equation. 
2. THE VARIATIONAL AND DUAL VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
As already remarked, the problem (E), (B) can be handled as the Euler 
equation related to the functional 
Z(u) =IT CF(k u’) - G(t, u) - hu] df 
0 
on the space F&j formed by all functions from Wj satisfying (B). 
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For purposes of the dual formulation consider the polar functions 
F*(~,z)=sup{zy-~(t,y)ly~~‘}, 
G*(r, z) being determined in a similar way. It is well known (see [6]) that 
setting 
j-*(6 *)=f-‘v, .), g’(c .)= g-‘(h .) 
we obtain 
F*(t, z) = 1; f*(f, s) L-h, G*(r, z) = s,’ g*(t, s) dr. 
Now, without going into detail, we list he “star” version of (A,). 
Iim f*(h z) 7 = a*( 1) > a; > 0, 
1-72 ZP -1 
lirn g*(c z) 
-=b*(t)>h,*>o, 
z-‘x zQ*- 1 
g*(l, .)EC’(R’, R’) and 
where l/p + l/p* = l/q + l/q* = 1 are conjugate indexes 
satisfying 2 <q* -c p* < + co. (A:) 
Choosing r* E (q*, p*), the relation (1.1) becomes 
;l;f*wz-F*(t,Z)bC, IZIp*-C*, 
G*(c z) - ; g*(r, z)z a cg IZI~* - c,,,. 
(l.l)* 
Being motivated by [6] we hope to solve our problem via critical point 
analysis of the dual functional 
I*(o) = 1; [G*( t, u’ + h) - F*(r, u)] dr 
on the space E= Wt. endowed with norm, say 
II~II = b’lp + bl,.. 
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By means of the standard results of Krasnoselskij [lo] concerning 
differentiability of substitution operators, Z* E C’(E, R’) with a gradient 
(grad Z*(v), W) =J): [g*(t, u’+h)d-f*(t, V)W] dt 
for all MI E E. 
The following lemma provides the key to obtaining the solutions we 
need. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose v is a critical point of Z* on E, i.e., grad Z*(v) = 0. 
Then the function u, 
4G=j;f*(s, 4s))ds 
solves the problem (E), (B). 
Moreover, the estimate (1.2) holds provided that the value Iv’J 4. is large 
enough. 
Proof: First observe that u E C’( [0, rc], 68’) and u(O) = 0. 
Next we have 
f” g*(t, v’ + h)w’ dt = s” f *(t, v)w dt (a) 
0 0 
for all w E E. As an immediate corollary we obtain u(n) = 0 setting w = 1. 
Now, put w(t) = JA q(s) ds, cp being smooth on [O, rr]. Being integrated 
by parts the relation (a) takes the form 
~zg*(t,v’+h)cpdt= -~xucpdt 
0 0 
for an arbitrary choice of cp. Consequently 
g*(t, v’+h)= -u on [0, n]. (b) 
The continuity of h results in v’ E C(R’, R’). 
On the other hand 
f(t, u’(t))=f(4f*(t, u(t)))=o(t) for tE [0, K] (cl 
which yields f(t, U’)E C'([O, n], II%‘). 
Finally, the relation (b) can be rewritten as 
v‘ + h = - g(r, u) 
which, taking (c) into account, is none other than (E). 
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To show ( 1.2), we need, in view of (b), t” to be large in C( R’, R’) hence 
a fortiori n L,.. 1 
Remark. The main reason for introducing I* is the estimate 
Ilull 2 Cl1 VI* (2.1) 
which is not the case, of course, on the space Wi. This fact will be 
exploited in Section 4 to obtain some estimates concerning critical values 
of I*. 
Keeping Lemma 1 in mind, a possible way to prove Theorem 1 is to find 
appropriate critical points of I *. This goal will be achieved in the following 
two sections. 
3. THE MODIFIED FUNCTIONAL J 
Following [8,9] we are going to replace the functional I * by another 
functional J having an added benefit in satisfying the relation 
MO)-J(-011 < CIA 1 + lJ(o)l9 (3.1) 
For simplicity, both f * and g* will be supposed to be independent of r. 
Since the construction of J follows the line of argument presented in [9], 
we are allowed to proceed more quickly at this point. 
set 
@Jw) = 1 ( 
lu’l$ + IIll;: 
> 
(1 + I*2(u))I12 ’ 
where p>O and ~EC”(IW’, R’), 
x(z) = 1 for z< 1, 
x is decreasing on [ 1,2], 
x(z) = 0 for ~22. 
We define 
J,(u) = j-” [G*(u’) - F*(u)] dr 
0 
+ YJu) jr [G*(u’+h)-G*(d)] dr. 
0 
Clearly J, E C ‘(5 R ’ ). 
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Given v E E-a critical point of J,-we are about to estimate from below 
Z*(o) = Z*(v) --$ (grad J,(u), u) = i B,, 
i=l 
where r* E (q*, p*) appears in (1.1). 
Slightly complicated but straightforward computation yields 
B,= ’ 
I[ 0 
G*(d)--$g*(v’)v’+-$f*(u)v--F*(v) dt, 
I 
B, = 
s 
; [G*(u’ + h) - G*(u’)] dt, 
B,= -f Y-$(v)]; [g*(u’+h)u’-g*(u’)u’J dr, 
B,= -$/” [WV’ + h) - G*(o’)l dtx’( .a. 1
q* IdI;: + p* tu1;: 
ptl + I*2fuJJI,2 > 
0 
lu’$ + Jul;: 
Bs=$j+; [G*(u’+h)-G*(Ol W( ... 1ptl +z*~~o~~vz Z*(u) 
x (grad Z*(u), u). 
According to (l-l)* 
In view of (A:) 
B, 2 cd lu’l;: + 101;:) - c14. (3.2) 
lB,+ B,l <c,,(lu’l;:z: + 1). (3.3) 
Suppose, for the moment, u & supp YP. Then B4 = B5 = 0 and, keeping 
(3.2), (3.3) in mind, we conclude 
(1 +z**(u))“*~c~~(1u’1~:+ Iul$). 
Thus with the additional stipulation p > l/c,, this situation never arises 
since we would have YJu) = 1. 
Consequently, we may assume v E supp Y, whenever grad J,(v) = 0 or, 
in other words 
(3.4) 
As a corollary, we obtain the estimates 
IB4I <cdl + l~‘l~*:~) q* 19 
IB,l <c,,B,(gradZ*(v), v) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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with 
1+ lv’l;:7: 
B6= (1 + p2(v)y’ 
The term B, being suhiciently small, the relations (3.2~(3.6) imply 
(1 +Z*2(u))1’2~c19(Iu’14q:+ lu$, 
(cf. [9]). Thus the choice p = p,, > l/cl9 leads to Yu,,(u) = 1, 
grad Y?,(U) = 0. We set J = JpO. 
In view of (3.4), we are able to keep the term B, small provided the 
value Z*(u) is sufficiently arge. On the other hand 
IJ(o)-Z*(u)\ <c,,(l+ 1u’14*11) q’ ’ (3.7) 
With (3.4) in mind, we see that Z*(u) will be large together with J(u). 
Thus we have just proved: 
LEMMA 2. There is an M 2 0 such that the relation grad J(u) = 0, 
J(u) > M results in grad Z*(u) = 0, Z*(u) = J(u). 
To conclude this section, we have to verify (3.1). Observe that (3.1) 
holds for u 4 supp VP,,. On the other hand, we have for u~supp Y,, (3.4) 
together with 
IJ(u)-J(-u)l <c2,(1 + Iulq?) q* 1’ 
Combining (3.4), (3.7) together with (3.8) we derive 
IJ(u) - J( -u)l < c,,(l + IJ(u)I’~‘- 1)‘q*), 
which is (3.1). 
(3.8) 
4. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS-THE RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD 
Consider the sequence of functions 
e,=- hp ej’ J a cos(jt), j= 1, 2, ..*. 
It is known that the Fourier series of a function u E E related to the system 
(.5~~},2~ converges to u in L, e as well as its derivative to u’ in L,.. 
Next, setting 
cij(u)=S”uejdt 
0 
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we obtain 
which gives rise to the estimate 
l~‘lz~(~+l)l~lz for UE (ejIj=O, . . . . n>‘. (4-l) 
As seen above, the sequence of subspaces 
E,=span{ej(j=O, 1, . . . . k}, k = 1, 2, *.. 
represents a suitable basis for the Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
By analogy with [9], we hope to obtain critical points of J on Ek taking 
advantage of the perturbation method due to Rabinowitz. Observe that all 
results claimed in Section 3 remain correct on the space Ek. 
Since p* > q*, we find that 
J(u) < 0 
for certain positive R,. 
whenever v E E, , IMI 2 4 (4.2) 
Following [9] we introduce the sets 
D,= {-%I Ml-,>, 
rnk= &W,,&NB is odd, p(v) = v for (I VII = R,} 
for all k 2 n tied with the numbers 
Similarly 
U,= {v=se,+, +wlw~En, II4 <R,+,,s20), 
~~:=(YEC(U,,E~)IYID,E~~,Y(V)=V 
whenever )I uI( = R, + , or~E&, R,< II41 GR,+1}, 
2: = ,?J my Jb(v)) 
n n 
for all k 2 n + 1. 
NOW, with the help of the Tietze extension theorem, every /I E f f: can be 
extended to BE nf: if k 2 n + 1. Seeing that Id E n f: we conclude that 
6,k < cf: < c&) forall k>n+l. (4.3) 
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Denoting @(p)= {vEE,+( J(vII <p} we quote the following intersection 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3 (Rabinowitz [9, Lemma 1.441). If/3 E rf: and p E (0, R,), then 
Wn) n aBk(P) n E,I- 1 z 0 (4.4) 
whenever k > n. 
This result provides an estimate from below concerning the numbers 6;. 
Indeed, we are allowed to estimate 
for any BE rfl. 
Consider v E aB(p) n Ei- i. Noting that lv’lgf and llull are equivalent on 
Et we are led to the relation 
J(v) > c&“* - c25 (VI ;: - c26. 
According to the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (cf. [9]) 
I4 .*<c2, IvI;‘2+“p’ llvllyp* 
Gc2, luly2+‘lP* pl/2-llP* (due to (2.1)). 
Combining (2.1) with (4.1) one obtains 
1 (p’+2)/2 
44>C,,P4’-C29 ; 
0 
P 
P’ - 
c26. 
The choice p = ((c24/c29)(p*/q*) n(P*+2)‘2)“(p*-q*) results in 
J(u)>c,,n tq*/2l(P* + 2Mp’- q’) _ cjl. 
Rewriting (q*/2)(p* + 2)/(p* - q*) = (q/2)(3p - 2)/(q - p) we conclude 
C32n(q/2)‘3p-22)l(q-~) < 6k 
n, k>n. (4.5) 
Since the sequences {6:},“=,, { Ci}Fxn+ i are nonincreasing, we can set 
6,= lim 6$ 
k-cc 
E,= lim Ei, 
k-m 
where the limits are finite in agreement with (4.3), (4.5). 
LEMMA 4. Let Condition (R) hold. 
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Then the sharp inequality 
6, < i;, (4.6) 
is satisfied for infinitely many integers n. 
Proof Assume 6, = E, for all n 3 n, . Thus E: 6 6, + E for all k large 
enough. By the definition of Cf, yk E n: can be found such that 
max J(yk(v)) d 6, + 2s. 
“t U” 
Setting 
Yk(u) = Yk(U) for vEU,, 
Yk(u) = -yk( -0) for --UEU, 
we obtain jjk E r: + , . Consequently 
6:+ 1 <“F;;, J(yk(“)) 
n 
8 gn + 2s + CjJ( 1 + 16, + 2EI l/q) (according to (3.1)). 
Passing to the limit for k -+ co, E + 0 we conclude 
6,+ l< 6, + cd1 + 16,119 
which yields, using the result of Bahri-Berestycki [Z], 
Taking (4.5) into account we have obtained a contradiction with (R). 
The information provided by Lemma 4 is sufficient to enable us to find 
appropriate critical points of J. Indeed, we are able to pick out n large 
enough such that the relation 
c;>t;f:+s, s>o (4.7) 
holds for all large k. Now, take p E rk, k 2 k, satisfying 
max J(/?(u)) 6 6, + 6/4 for all kak,. 
UED. 
Consider &the extension of j?, fi E n f:. 
Seeing that J satisfies the usual PalaisSmale condition on Ek (indeed, 
simple arguments show that -J is coercive on Ek) there must exist at least 
one critical point uk satisfying 
6,< J(u,) GE”,” J($(u)) = c&n)- (4.8 1n 
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For if this were not the case, we could “shift” the mapping along the 
gradient field of J to obtain a contradiction with (4.7) (see Rabinowitz [9] 
for details). 
The number 6, in (4.8) being chosen large, the results of Section 3 imply 
the existence of the sequence {u~}?=~, such that 
(grad Z*(D~), w) = 0 for all w E Ek, (4.9) 
M < z*(ok) < C&a (4.10) 
where M can be chosen as large as desired. 
5. MONOTONICITY AND THE LIMIT PROCESS 
Our eventual goal is to pass to the limit in the sequence { uk}FCk, of 
approximate solutions constructed in Section 4. 
First of all, we claim that (4.9) is, in fact, 
cg*(u; + h) w’-f*(u,) w] dt = 0 (5.1) 
for all w E Ek, (4.10) includes the estimate 
l4l,.+ lul,*~c,,. (5.2) 
Passing to the subsequences as the case may be we obtain the function 
u E E such that 
Uk + v strongly in L,. , 
u; + VI weakly in L,*, 
g*cu; + h) + e weakly in L,. 
Using the density argument claimed at the beginning of Section 4 we get 
s n [+w’ -f*(u) w] dt = 0 for all w E E. (5.3) 0 
The only thing we are to prove is 
$ = g*(u’ + h). (5.4) 
To this end, set w = vk in (5.1). Thus 
g*(u; + h) u; dt = 
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On the other hand, setting w = u in (5.3) implies 
jox I/W dt = j; f*(u) u dt 
which, together with the above inequality, leads to 
lim jn g*(u; + h) u; dt = jn t,h’ dt. 
k-+cc 0 0 
(5.5) 
This information is sufficient o ensure (5.4) by means of simple 
arguments of the monotone operator theory (Minty’s trick). 
Moreover (5.5) together with (4.10) provide the estimate 
M< lim supZ*(u,) 6 cj8 lim g*(u; + h) u; dt + c39 
k-m 
s 11 = C38 0 g*(u’ + h) u’ dr + c39 < cbo lu’l;: + cA1. 
Referring to Lemma 1 we have proved Theorem 1. 
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